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SCHREIER-ZASSENHAUS THEOREM FOR ALGEBRAS II 
FRANTISEK SIK, Brno 
(Received September 5, 1980) 
The geneiaHzation of Schreier-Zassenhaus theorem for algebras consists in the 
following. There are given two congruence series in an algebra; isomorphic refine-
ments of these series are looked for, i.e. refinements and a bijection of these refine-
ments such that the corresponding congruences are isomorphic as factor algebras 
(and, of course, existence conditions are examined, too). A number of attempts at 
such a generahzation is known. In the present paper we call attention to two such 
attempts. O. Boruvka in [2] (see also [ l ] 17.6) attained one such result and A. Châtelet 
in [3] (see also [7] Theorem 88) another one. We shall not mention the other 
results. Both the theorems are algebra generalizations of the Schreier-Zassenhaus 
theorem for invariant series of subgroups. 
A particular attention should be paid to Borûvka's attempt [2] (see also [ l ] 10.1) 
at a formulation of an analogous theorem for partition series on a set without opera-
tions. The question arises whether or not such a theorem may be applied to algebras. 
Namely, if we omit algebra operations the isomorphism of the corresponding congru-
ences (partitions)is reduced to a set theoretical equivalence. If the construction of this 
isomorphism (equivalence) is not known then the theorem cannot be applied to al-
gebras and thus does not represent a generalization of Schreier-Zassenhaus group 
theorem. O. Boruvka [2], [ l ] discovered the set theoretical character of the Zassen-
haus' construction of the isomorphism of refinements and so ensured that his set 
theoretical theorem [ l ] 10.1 is applicable to algebras [ l ] 17.6. The reader can find 
more details in Part I of the present paper ([9]). In both the Parts I and II we use 
Borûvka's idea — the notion of coupled partitions. The purpose of Part I is to 
find a theorem which is an algebra generalization of Schreier-Zassenhaus group 
theorem and to prove it under the most general conditions (in some sense necessary 
and sufficient). The aim of Part II is to find a common generalization of the theorems 
of Boruvka [2] ([1] 10.1 and 17.6), Châtelet [3] ([7] Theorem 88) and, of course, 
the Schreier-Zassenhaus group theorem, namely under such conditions which have 
a formulation as simple as possible. Purposefully, we drop the intention of achieving 
the greatest generality. 
For terminology and denotation, cf. [ l ] , [2], [5] and [9]. Some fundamental 
notions will be listed in the following. 
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A partition in a set Ш is a system of nonempty pairwise disjoint subsets of the set (5. 
The system of all partitions in (5 is clearly in one-to-one correspondence with the 
system of all symmetric and transitive binaiy relations in (ö. For this reason we shall 
not distinguish between both notions. If A is any binary relation in ©, % e (5 and 
0 Ф © Ç ©, we define A(x) = {y e (3 : уАх}, A{m) = [j{A{x) :хеЩ and IJ^ = 
= (J{^(^) • хеЩ = A[ib). If Л is a partition and A(x) ф 0, we call the set A{x) 
a block of the partition A and \JA the domain of the partition A [5]; if U ^ = ^ 
we speak about the partition on © or about the partition of the set ©. If 0 ф 93 ç (ö, 
{93} means the partition in Ш with a unique block Ф. If Л is a partition in (5, 0 ф S ^ 
Ç fö, we define 23 С ^ = {^̂  n 93 : Л Ч Л, Л^ n ^ Ф 0}. This partition is called 
a closure of the set © in the partition A. If Л is a binary relation in © and 0 ф Ф с 
^ (5, then the relation 93 П Л is defined as (© x 93) n Л and called the inter­
section of A with ©. In particular, if Л is a partition then ^ f] A = {Щ л A = 
= [A^ n ^ : A^ e A, A^ n ^ Ф 0} [ i ] 2.3. Two partitions in © are called coupled 
if each block of one partition meets exactly one block of the second partition [ l ] 4.1. 
The set of all binary relations in ©, ^((ö), is a complete lattice with regard to the set 
inclusion. The set of all partitions in (ô, ^(©), is a complete lattice with regard to 
the set inclusion as well, infima in ^(Ш) and ^((5) are meets. Operations in ^((5) 
are denoted by n , u , f], (J, in ^((5) by л , v , Д, V ( v ^ , V^ if necessary). The 
symbol ^ denotes the partial order in ^((5), while A ^ B, where A and Б are parti­
tions in 05, means that each block of В is a block of A, Under the product of two 
binary relations A and В in (ö we understand the relation AB = {(a, b) e © x ©: 
there exists с G (5 with aAcBb]. The relations A and J5in (5 commute if ЛБ == БЛ. 
Let (©, Q) be an algebra. Partitions in © which are stable binary relations in (©, ß) , 
are called congruences in (©, Q). The set of all congruences in (©, ß), j r (© , Q), is 
a complete lattice with regard to the set inclusion, its operations are denoted by 
^jr^ v ^ , A^, Vjf- We have Аж = Л^ = П M 1.1. The domain of the congruence 
in (©, Q) is a subalgebra of (G, O); if (©, ß) is an ß-gioup and 0 Ф Л e ^Г(Ш, ß ) 
then A{0) is an ideal of the ^-subgroup [jA and A = U^M(O) [5] I 1.4. 
Definition 1.0. ([5] IV 4.8) We say that a set 0 ф Ф ^ (5 respects a partition A 
in (5 if Л^ e Л, Л^ n 93 Ф 0 implies A^ с ©. 
Lemma 1.1. (See Lemma 1.1 [9]) Let A and В be partitions in a set (5 and 0 Ф 
Ф 93 Ç ©. Then 93 П (^ V Б) ^ (93 П Л) V (93 П B). The equality follows if 93 
respects the partitions A and В or if ^ ^ [jA n [jB. An analogous assertion holds 
for the product. (The symbol ^ means the order in the lattice of all binary relations 
in (5.) 
Definition 1.2. A partition A' on a set (6 is said to be an extension on © of a parti­
tion Л in (^if A = [jA\Z A'. 
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Notation 1.3. Let В and С be partitions in a, set (^y, e e[jВ n f]C, BQ з, partition 
on B{e) and CQ a partition on C{e). As in [9] we define B^^ = BQ v (B A C ) , Б ^ = 
= Бо V (В л Со), В,, = В,{В л С), Бю = Во{В л С̂ о), ^ = ^ii l^) П Б ^ , ^ = 
— В^^(е) П Бю- Relations С ц , С ^ , Сц , Сю? Ь and L are defined symmetrically 
with regard to the symbols В and C. Further let us define % = В(е) n C{e), M = 
= {^i П B,) V ( Я П Co) = Я П (Бо V Co), M = ( « П Во) ( « П Со) = « П 
П (БоСо) and Л̂ , N symmetrically. 
Let В'о ^ В\ CQ S С' be extensions on (5 of the partitions B^, B, CQ and C, 
respectively. Analogously, we define B[^, B[Q, ..., L\ M\ N' and Я' . 
Lemma L4. The relations defined in 13 possess the following properties 
denoted by (l) —(12). Similar properties (Г) —(12') can be obtained by inter­
changing В and C. 
By the definition we have Б^Де) = {x G (ô: there exists a e (5 with xBQa{B л С) e] 
and so 
(1) ^ii(^) = {]{B,[a) : a e Я}, B[e) з в,,{е) 2 Ш, 
(2) В,,{е)п{В A CQ) = B,,{e)nCQ. 
We have namely B,,{e) П (Б л CQ) = [Bi,(e) П Б]_л [^^^(e) П CQ] = 
= [B^^(e)} A [B^i(e) П Co] = ^ii(^) П Co since by (1) ^^ (e ) is contained in the 
block B(e) of the partition B. 
(3) В,,{е)пС,,(е) = Ш. 
The relation follows directly from (l) and (Г). 
(4) B[,{e) = B,,{e). 
This follows from the relation BQ Zi Л' = BQ Zl ^ and (l). 
(5) For J G © we have K{y) = []{Во{а) : a e %} for some % Ç % e.g. %, = 
= K{y) n "й. Further, у e Я implies у e К(у). 
Indeed K{y) = Bii{e) n [j{B^{a) :ae{B A Co)(y)}, then by (l), we have the 
expression for K(y). We can choose ^ty = È(y) n Я. We have namely K[y) n Ä '^ Шу 
(for аеШу implies a e Во{а) ^ K(y)l thus ((!:=) U{^o(«) ' аеЦу) n Щ ^ K{y). 
Conversely, for a ^ K[y) n Я we have on the one hand Бо(а) Я Bi^(e) and on the 
other hand аВоЬ{В л Co) 3̂  for some Ь G ®. Hence Во{а) = Во{Ь) ç [J{BQ{C) : 
: с G (Б л Co) (у)} n B^i{e) = К{у), then G: Ç X(J ; ) . The last assertion: If j G Я 
then by (l) V G 5ii(e) and уВоу(В л Co) 3̂ . Hence у e K(y). 
(6) The system of sets T= {K(y) : уеЩ covers В^^^е). If X is a partition then 
К = T. 
The first assertion follows directly from (5) and (l). The second assertion: If К is 
a partition then Tis a set of some blocks of the partition K, i.e. К ^ T. Hence Tis 
a partition. Let xKy. By (5), a e Я exists such that a e K(y)- Hence x G K(y) = Ща) 
and thus xTy. Hence К ^ T. Finally К = T. 
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(7) M - Л̂ П (ßoCo) = (̂ Л П ^о) ( « П Со); М' = М, 
Then the relation M is a partition if and only if the partitions 51 П ^o and 
W П Co commute or equivalently \f M = N. 
In this case M is a partition on 51 and M = iV = (51 П ^o) v 
V (5Г П Co) = M. 
The first assertion follows from 1.1. The second assertion: If xW П BQCQ); then 
X, y e 5Г and xBQaCQy for some a e Ш. Hence eß' x B'aC'yCe, thus еВ'аСе, 
i.e. a G 5Г. Consequently M' ç (5Г П 5^) (^ ' П Co) is proved. But (5t П B^). 
. (5f П Co) = M is on the right side. Thus M' Ç M. The inclusion M ç M' is evi-
dent. The last two assertions follow from the properties of the commuting partitions 
on a set (on 51) (e.g. [5] 3.1.1(5)). 
(8) К = B,,{e) П Bo{B A Co) = [Б, ,{e) П ^o] [В^Ае) П Co]. Then the relation К 
is a partition if and only if the partitions 5ii(e) П ^o ^^^ ^ii(^) П CQ commute. 
The first assertion follows from 1.1, since by (l) B^^(e) 3 (J^o ^ []{B л Co) = 51. 
The relation X as a product of partitions is a partition if and only if the partitions 
commute [5] 3.1. 
(9) К = B,,{e) П ^10 = [Bii{e) П ^o] v lB,,{e) П Co], Ш Я [jK ^ B,,{e) and 
every block of the partition К meets 51. 
The first assertion follows from (1), (2) and 1.1 and the last two assertions from (1). 
(10) M = 51 П (^0 V Co) = (̂ 2t П ^o) V (5t П Co). The relation M is a partition 
if and only if M = M or equivalently N = N or equivalently M = N, 
The representation of M follows from 1.1. As 51 f] ^o ^^^ 5Ï П Co are partitions 
on 51 and M is their product (see (7)), the rest of the assertion follows from the pro­
perties of commuting partitions on a set (e.g. [5] 3.1.1(5)). 
(11) M = ШПК = С{е)ПК. 
We have C{e) П ^ = ^ П ^lo = {'^ П ^ю) n С = 51 П {B,o n C) = 5 m 
П {Bo AC) {B A Co) = [5ГП(^о л С)] [5t П {В A СО)] = (51 П ^О) ( ^ П Со) = 
= М. The second equality follows from the fact that 5t is a subset of a block of the 
partition C, the fourth from 4.14 [5], the fifth from 1.1 and the last from (7). 
(12) If M is a partition and a e 5t then K(a) = K[a). 
For a e 51 we have xKa => x[B^^(e) f] {Bo v {B A CO))] a => X e Bi^{e), xA^x^^ 
X1A2X2 . . . x„_i^„fl, where ^ i , ..., ^„ are by turns equal to Бо or JB л Co- Hence 
Xj , . . . , x^_i, a e 51 and thus 
(*) х^Ш П ^2^2 . . . :^'„-i5ï П A^ü . 
ïf A^ = В A CQ, then X e Bii{e) n IJCo — 51 and thus the preceding sequence (*) 
can be extended at the beginning by the relation x5I fl (^ л Co) x^. Hence 
х{Ш П ^o) V (5t П Co) a (the partitions 51 П {B A CQ) and 5Г П CQ being evidently 
the same), thus by (7) х{Ш П Bo) (5t П Co) a and by (l) and (8) xKa. 
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Now let A^ = BQ. From (*) it follows that х,(Ш П ßo) (^ï П Со) а and by (l) 
and (8) х^Ка. Then the following relations hold: x^B^^^e) П ^o) лг^Ка and by (8) 
4Bii{e)n Bo) x,{B,,(e) П ^o) yi^iii^) П Q ) a for some у e (0, thus x{B,,{e) П 
n 5 o ) ( ^ i i ( ^ ) n Co) a, i.e. xK«. 
Definition 1.5. ([1] 4.1) Two partitions in a set © are said to be coupled if each 
block of one partition meets exactly one block of the other partition. 
Lemma 1.5a. (Boruvka [ l ] 4.1, see also 1.4 [9]) Partitions A and D in a set © 
are coupled if and only if 
(a) [jDnA = lJAnD, 
(b) Every block of the partition A meets [jD (or equiualently [jA n (JZ)) and 
symmetrically. 
Evidently, (a) is equivalent to 
(a') {[jA n[jD)nA = {{JA n [jD) П D. 
The following Theorem 1.6 follows from [9] 1.6 and 1.8. The special conditions 
of 1.6 make it possible to give a short direct proof. 
Theorem 1.6. Let В and С be partitions in a set ®, e e IJ^ n [jC, BQ a partition 
on B(e) and CQ a partition on C(e). If the partitions 51 П ^o ( = UCQ П ^o) ^^^ 
51 П Co ( = U^o П Co) commute then K, Land M are pairwise coupled partitions 
(on jBii(e), Cii(e) and 51, respectively). Moreover, 
шпк = %пь=кп1=м = м. 
Proof. The commutativity of the partitions 51 fl ^o ^^^ ^ П Co implies that the 
product (51 П ^o) (-f П Co) is equal to M and is a partition (1.4(7)), so the relation 
51 П jß̂  ( = M by 1.4(11)) is a partition, too. This partition is the system of sets 
{51 n K{a) : a e 51}, which is, by 1.4(12), equal to {5t n Ца) : a e 51} = 5t П K. 
iV = 51 П b i s proved analogously. As M is a partition, we have M = N (1.4(10)). 
By 1.5 and 1.4(9), the partitions K, Land M are pairwise coupled. Finally, К A L = 
= 5t П ( ^ л L) = (51 П Ж) л (51 П L) = M. 
We shall introduce some conditions equivalent to the condition of Theorem 1.6. 
Lemma 1.7. Let B^ be a partition on B[e) and CQ a partition on C[e). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) 51 П ^0 ^^^ ^t П Co commute, 
(ii) M is a partition, 
(iii) T = {K(y) : y e 51} /5 a partition, 
(iv) T=K. 
Proof, i ^ i i by 1.4(7). 
ii => iii: xe K(y^) n ЩУ2) => (see 1-4(5)) x G ̂ o('^i) ^ ^oi'^i) for some «j , «2 ^ 
e%=> a,e Bo{a,) = Bo{x) = ^0(^2) ^ K{y,) n Цу^) => 0 Ф [51 n K{y,)] n 
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n pX n ^(^2)]- Since the intersection of two blocks of the partition M = "ul П K. 
(1.4(11)) is nonempty, thus the blocks are the same. By 1.4(5), K[y^) = U{^o(<^) • 
: a G K(y,) n Щ = [j{Bo{a) : a e K{y,) n Щ = К{у2) holds. Therefore Tis a parti­
tion. 
iii =^ iv: Suppose xTy. Then there is z G ̂ 2t such that x, y e ЩЕ). Consequently 
X, у G Bj^i(e), XB^QZ, yB^QZ. Thus x B^i[e) fl ^10^5 У ^ii(^) П B^^z and from the 
transitivity xKy. Hence T^K.WQ shall prove T^ К and so T = K. By 1.4(1), (5) 
and (6) we have T ^ 5ii(e) П ^o- We shall prove T ^ 5ii(e) П (^ л Co). Indeed, 
from the relation x Bii{e) П (^ л С о) у it follows that x, у e B^^^e) ( ^ B(e) = 
= U^o), xB A Соу and у e B^^{e) n Co{y) ç B(e) n C{e) = Ш. From the first 
relation, we obtain XBQX(B A CQ) y, x, у E Bj^i[e), i.e. xeK(y), The second one 
implies у e K[y) (1.4(5)) and we have xTy. Consequently, T contains the supremum 
[Лц(е) П ^o] V [5ii(e) r\{B A Co)], which is equal to R by 1.4(9) and 1.4(2). 
iv => iii is evident. 
iii => ii: If we prove ШГ\Т=ШПКи will be proved that M is a partition for 
by 1.4(11) ^ПК = M. By definition "йПК = {{x, у)еШ x ^Ж:хеK(y)] and 
^( Г1 J" = {(x, j ) G ^ X ^ : X, y e K{z) for some z еШ]. In the first case, у G К[у) 
by 1.4(5) and in the second R[z) = К(у), since К is a partition. Thus ^I П T = 
= 5t П K. 
Let us recall some lemmas from [9]. 
Lemma 2.1. (see Lemma 2.1 [9]) / / Л and D are congruences in an algebra 
(©, Q) and [jA 3 [jD then Awy^D = Aw^D. 
Let Ж and D be ß-subgroups of an ß-group (©, Q). 
Definition 2.2. (see Definition 2.2 [9]) Ш̂  and D are called Q-commuting Q-sub-
groups if [Ш ,̂ D] = ^ + T), where ["U, Î)] means the ß-subgroup of ((5, ß) generated 
by the set ^ u T). 
Clearly, O-commuting ^-subgroups are commuting subgroups. 
Lemma 2.3. (see Lemma 2.3 [9]) Ler Ш̂  anJ Ü) be Q-subgroups of an Q-group 
(Ш, ß) . Then the following conditions (a) 0̂ (Q) fulfil a о b =^ с о d <^ e. 
(a) *й anJ D are Q-commuting, 
(b) Ш/,[^Г, 1̂ ] = (0/Д1. (5/,1^, 
(c) Ш/Д an(i Ш/̂ D commute, 
(d) Ш/Д v ^ (6/,D = (Ö/Д. (5/,:3^, 
(e) ^( and T) commute. 
Analogous assertions hold for the left-sided decompositions. 
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Remark 2.4. Theorem 1.6 implies "The general four-group theorem" [ l ] 23.2 and 
consequently even the Zassenhaus Lemma (in a strengthened setting). 
Corollary 2.5. (Boruvka [1] 23.2) Let ® ^ ^̂ o ^^f^^^ ^ ^ ^o be Q-subgroups of 
an Q-group (05, Q). Let the following Q-subgroups be Q-commuting: 
© n e: and Ъгл^су with ©o ; ^r^Ъ and ^ n Ъ^ with (̂ o • 
Then the following (left- or right-sided) decompositions 
(1) X = ©0 + ® ^ Що + ® n ( ^ o , L ^ G o + C^n Щ^о + (£ n ЗЗо , 
M = Ъгл Що n d + ^0 n Ф 
are pairwise coupled. All given sums of Q-subgroups are Q-subgroups. Further, 
(23 n (£) П ^ = (î^ П G;) П I = ^' л L - M . 
(Zassenhaus Lemma.) In particular, if 23o and (£Q are ideals of 33 and (i, respec-
tively, then all the partitions (l) are congruences and the corresponding factor 
Q-groups are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let us define BQ = ®/®o ^^^ ^ = ® / ^ (where / means e.g. the right 
sided decomposition). Similarly CQ and С are defined. Let e = 0 = the zero element 
of the additive group (5. Then (in the notation from Theorem 1.6) 5( = B(0) n 
n C(0) = © n d. The partitions Я̂ П î o = (93 n d) П 93/©o = 33 n Щ^ n d 
and Ш Г] CQ = a n ©/do n © commute since the ß-subgroups ©о »̂  ^ ^^^ do n 93 
are ^-commuting (2.3 and [9] Theorem 2.5(iv)). Thus the conditions of Theorem 1.6 
are fulfilled. By 1.4(1) ^^(O) = U{^o(«) : « e 'Щ - 93o + 23 n d and by supposi­
tion, this set is an ß-subgroup ([4] III 4.1). By 1.4(9) and (2), 
(2) К = {B,,{0) П ^o) V {B,,{0) n{B A CQ)) = {^Q + mn d/©o) v 
V (® n d/ï^ n do), 
for Б л Co = © П ^/^0 = ® П d/© n do Then (2) can be written in the form 
93o + 93 n d/^o + © n do . 
Inded, this partition (say S) contains both the partitions on the right side of (2), 
therefore it contains К as well and its domain agrees to [jK, Let Я be a partition, 
S^ R^K and ae [jR{= 93o + ® n d). Then R{a) - a Э X(0) = {^^(O) fl 
П [BQ V {B A CQ)]} (0) 3 23O + 93 n do so that «o + 33 ^ do + a = S{a) ^ 
^ R{a) ^ ^Q + ^ n (S^Q + a; hence S{a) = R(a), thus S = К. Analogously the 
representations of Land M are looked for. 
Now, if ©0 and ^0 ^^^ ideals of © and d, respectively, then by [4] III 4.1 ©o + 
-^^n(i,(iQ + (^n^ are ß-subgroups of (©, Q). К as^-supremum of congruences 
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in ((ö, Q) the domain of the first of which contains that of the other one (see (2)), 
is a congruence. This completes the proof of (a strengthened form of) Zassenhaus 
Lemma. 
Lemma 2,6, Let В and С be partitions in a set 03, e e [jB n [jC, BQ a partition 
on B[e), CQ a partition on C(e) and let BQ ^ B\ CQ ^ С be extensions on ib of the 
partitions BQ, B, CQ and C, respectively. If B'(e) Г1 BQ and B'[e) П Co commute 
then ^i П ^0 ( = C{e) П ^o) ^^^d %n CQ (= B{e) П CQ) commute and R' = 
— K' = K. Analogous theorem holds if we interchange В and С 
Proof. First the proof of the relation K' = K'. By l,4(l), (2), (4) and LI we have 
K' = B[,{e) П [BQ V {B' A Co)] = B[,{e) П {B^e) П [BQ V (B' A CQ)]} = 
= B[,(e) П {[В'{е) П ^o] v [B^e) П Co]} ; 
similarly 
(1) K' = B[,{e) П [B\e) П B'Q] [B^e) П Co] . 
Since the supremum of two partitions on a set (on B'[e)) is equal to their product 
if (and only if) these partitions commute ([8] Ll) , we have K' = K'. 
We shall prove K' = K. (The following statements (2) and (3) hold independently 
of the suppositions of Lemma.) 
(2) xk'zoxKz (foi ze%). 
Indeed, fix ze^i. Then (see 1.4(4) and (l)) xK'z =^ x e B[^{e), XB[QZ =^ x e 
e B^^{e) Ç B[e), XB'QÜCQZ, aB'z for some a e ©. Now, aBz follows from the relations 
z E B(e), aB'z, consequently a e B{z) = B{e). From this and from the relation XBQÜ 
we obtain x^oa.We have proved xBQaBz. From the relations z G C(e), aC'QZ we obtain 
aCQZ, Together with the preceding result we have XB^QZ and consequently xKz 
because B\^{e) = В^^^{е) (see L4(4)). With regard to the relation K' ^ К V^Q have 
(2). From (2) it follows immediately that 
(3) XK'Z ^ xKz => xKz (for ZG^l). 
Now, let the suppositions of Lemma be satisfied. Then K' is a partition which is 
equal to K'. From L4(4) and (6), it follows that every block of the partition K' 
meets W (— ^ ) . From the relation xK'y we conclude the existence of an element 
z еШ with the property x, у e K'(z), therefore xKz and yKz by (3). Hence xKy 
and thus K' Ç К. Further К ^ К' = К'. Consequently К' = К. 
Finally, we shall prove that the partitions ^Г] BQ and ЖГ\ CQ commute. We have 
x{^ П BQ) ( M Г\СО)У=> Х{^Ж П B'Q) (̂ 2Г П CQ) у => 
=> х{В'{е) П В'о) {В'{е) П Со) у => х{В'{е) П CQ) {В'{е) П ^о) У • 
Thus X, у е Ж and xCoaßo>' ^<^^ some а e Ш. Relations x e C(e) and xCo^ imply 
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xCoa, consequently a G CO(X) С C(X) = C(e). Similarly: v e B{e), аВ'^у => аВ^у => 
=>ae Bo{y) ^ B(y) = B{e). Hence aE% then х(̂ Я П Co) {Ш П B^) y. We have 
proved 
{Ш П ^o) (̂ ^ П Co) ^ (̂ Я П Co) (^r П ^ o ) . 
The reverse inclusion is proved analogously. 
Lemma 2.7. Let ((ö, Q) be an algebra, В and С partitions in the set (5 and e e 
G [JB n (JC. Let BfyandCo be partitions on B{e) and C(e), respectively. If BQ and Co 
are congruences in the algebra ((5, Q) then the relations К and Lare congruences 
on the subalgebras ^ii(e) and C^i[e), respectively. If M is a partition Q.e. if the 
partitions *иГ] BQ and ""li П Co commute), M is a congruence on the subalgebra % 
and the congruences K, Land M are pairwise coupled (as partitions) and therefore 
isomorphic (as factor algebras). 
Proof. By supposition, IJ^o = ^(^) ^^^^ UCo = C(e) are subalgebras of (C ,̂ Q), 
thus Ш = B(e) n C(e) is a subalgebra, too. We shall show that B^^^e) is a subalgebra. 
Let COG ß be n-ary, Xj, ..., x„ G ̂ ^^(e). By 1.4(1) aj.e'^t ( ^ ^ii(^)) exist such that 
Xi^Bç^ai^ (/с = 1, ..., n). Since BQ is a congruence, we have x^ ... х^^юВ^а^ ... a^œ and 
because ^ is a subalgebra, we have a^ ... а,^а> e ^Ж. Again, by 1-4(1), we have x^ ... 
... x^œ G Bii(^e), consequently B^^^e) (and similarly Сц(е)) is a subalgebra. B^^^e) П 
П ^0 ai^^ C^i(e) П Cc are therefore congruences in (©, ß). The partition К = 
= ( ^ i i ( ^ ) n ^ o ) v ^ ( 5 i i ( ^ ) n Co)(l.4(9))asthe^-supremumofcongruencesin((5,ß) 
whose domains are comparable sets (the domain of the first partition is ^^ (e ) , that 
of the other one is obtained in 2̂f (1.4(1)), is a congruence on the subalgebra Bii{e) 
(2.1). Similarly, Lis a congruence on the subalgebra C^i(e). Finally M = (̂ Л П ^o)-
. (51 П Co) as the product of two congruences is a stable relation in ((5, ß)([5]3.2). 
Hence if M is a partition, it is a congruence on the subalgebra 51. The rest follows 
from 1.6. 
In the following Theorem 2.8 a generalization of Châtelet's Theorem (see [3] or [7] 
Theorem 88) will be deduced as a corollary of Theorem 1.6 and Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. 
Information in more detail is given in Remark 2.9 below. 
Theorem 2.8. Let (©, Q) be an algebra, В and С partitions in the set (5, e G 
G [jB n [JC, BQ and CQ congruences in the algebra ((5, Q), BQ and CQ partitions on 
B(e) and C(e), respectively, BQ, B' , CQ and С extensions on © of the partitions BQ, B, CQ 
and C, respectively. If the partitions B'(^e) П BQ, B'(e) П CQ commute and the parti­
tions C{e) П ^0. C'(e) П CQ commute, then K' = K' = K, L = L = L, M' = M, 
the relations K, Land M are congruences on the subalgebras B^i^e), C^^^e) and 51 
of the algebra ((5, Q), respectively, they are pairwise coupled [as partitions) and 
therefore isomorphic [as factor algebras). 
Proof. By 2.6 K' = K' = К and Ü = Ù = L, by 1.4(7) M' = M, by 2.6 and 2.7 
K, Land M are congruences on the subalgebras Bi^(e), C^^^e) and 51, respectively, 
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of the algebra (ib, Q). By 1.6 X, Land M are pairwise coupled (as partitions) and 
therefore isomorphic (as factor algebras). 
Remark 2.9. We shall explain in more detail relations between 2.8 and Châtelet's 
Theorem ([3], [7] Theorem 88). 
1. Denote 
B2 = Ф1^и в', = Ф,, в'^ = Ф,_,, С, = Wj^,, с ; = w^, Со = '^j-i. 
In Châtelet's Theorem and in Theorem 2.8, it is supposed that B[[e) (denoted by 
K{0i) in Theorem 88) is a subalgebra of (©, Q) and BQ = B[{e) П ^0 = Ц^д П 
П Фг-1 is a congruence on Х(Ф^). Similarly for Wj. Theorem 88 requires the com­
mutativity of the partitions Ф̂  and Ф^.^ with both partitions Tj and ^j-i- Theorem 
2.8 requires only the commutativity of the partitions B[[e) Г\ BQ = Х(Ф,) П Фг-!? 
В[{е) П Co = K{0i) П ^j-i and the commutativity of the partitions C[{e) П ^0 = 
= K{4^j) П Ф,-1, C[{e) nCo= 4^^) П ï ',-!. 
Theorem 88 asserts that the relations (in fact, partitions by hypothesis) 
Фу = Ф,.,WJ л Ф; = Ф,^,{ч'J л Ф;) = B'oic, л в;) = в[,, 
Wj, = у,_1Ф, л «F, = •р,_1(Ф, л «р,) = с;(в; л Ci) = c i^ , 
* , j - i = 5 ; V (5; л с^) = в[о, "Pjj-i = с ; V (с; л в;) = с;,, 
have the following properties 
^(ф.7)пФ,-,,-1 = 5; , (е)пв;о = ^' 
is a congruence on the subalgebra K(0ij) = В^Де) (similarly for T) and 
X' = Х(Ф,;) П Фи-г = Д"PyO П 4'jj_, = I ' . 
All these assertions follow from Theorem 2.8. 
2. Theorem 2.8 gives a strengthened version of the (essential) part of Châtelet's 
Theorem (as to the whole Theorem — see 3.4). It supposes instead of the com-
mutativity of the partitions Ф^_1, ^j-i only the commutativity of intersections of 
these partitions with K(0i) and the commutativity of intersections of these paititions 
with K{Wj), which is a weaker requirement as we shall show further (point 4). The 
assertion of Theorem 2.8 is stronger because it proves that the corresponding parti­
tions are coupled. 
3. Zassenhaus Lemma (in the formulation of Corollary 2.5) is easily obtained from 
Theorem 2.8. Using the notation of Corollary 2.5 let us define: e = 0 = the zero 
element of the group (5, 
Bo = 33/3З0, Б - 93/Ф, Co = (s:/eo, с =а1а, 
в'о = ©/®o, В' = ©/», Co = (S/Co > С' = ©/G: , 
(all decompositions will be understood, e.g. the right sided ones). The partitions 
BQ, B, CQ and С are congruences in (©, Q), BQ, B\ CQ and С their extensions on ©. 
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The partitions B'{e) П В; - ^ П ^j^o = ^I'^o and B^e) П C^ = Ф П (^j^o = 
= ®/33 n do as congruences on the O-group © commute (2.3). C[(e) П BQ and 
^i(^) П CQ commute for similar reasons. Thus the suppositions of Theorem 2.8 
are fulfilled. 
Let us change the formulation of the assertion of Theorem 2.8 for our situation. 
By 1.4(4) and [5] 3.5.5 we have 
B[,{0) = B,,{0)=[Bo{B A C)](0) = 
= Бо(0) + U^o r^ B{0} n C(0) = 33o + © n (£ . 
By 2.6 X' = K' = K. Thus 
K=K' = B[,{0) П B[o = («0 + ^ n (£) П [(ö/«o V (ibj^B A ©/(^o)] = 
= (©0 + ® ^ ^) П (ö/(33o + 93 n (£о) 
(by 2.3 (a => b, d) - since 93o is an ideal of 23). Hence 
Ж = ©0 + 93 n d/^o + ÎO n G:O . 
Similarly we obtain L and M. Now, the assertions of the Zassenhaus Lemma (in the 
formulation of Corollary 2.5) follow from 2.8. 
4. Example for which the suppositions of Theorem 2.8 are fulfilled and the com-
mutativity of the partitions BQ, CQ (supposed in Theorem 88) fails. 
Let (©, Q) be an ß-group and let the ß-subgroups ^Q, ©, (̂ o and (i be chosen 
as in point 3. If 93o and ^Q ^^ ^^t commute the partitions BQ = (^J^Q and CQ = 
= (5/e:o do not commute (2.3). On the other hand, by 2.3 and [4] III 4.1, the parti-
tions Б'(0) HB'Q = mn ©/®o = ^ / ^ 0 and B\0) П CQ = 93 П (ö/G ô == 93/© n ^Q 
commute and the partitions C{0) П ^o = ^ / ^ ^ 93o and C'(0) П Co - (T/^o 
commute as well. 
Another consequence of Theorem 1.6 and Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 is Theorem [1] 
10.8 or its algebra version 17.6. 
Corollary 2.10. Let BQ ^ B' and CQ S С' be partitions on a set (5, e 6 (5, let the 
partitions B'(e) [~] BQ and B'[e) П Co commute and let the partitions C'{e) П B'Q 
and C'{e) П Co commute. Denote by В and С partitions with the unique block 
B'{e) and C\e), respectively, BQ = B'{e) П ^o ^^d CQ = B'[e) П CQ. Then the 
partitions K\ Ü and M' are pairwise coupled and satisfy K' — K' = K, L = Ü = 
= L, Ш' = M. 
If (©, Q) is an algebra and if the partitions B'Q, B', CQ and С are congruences 
on ((5, Q) then K', L' and M' are isomorphic congruences on ((5, Q). 
Proof. The conditions of Lemma 2.6 are fulfilled so that K' = K' = K, L = 
= Ü = L and by 1.4(7) M' = M. In virtue of 2.6 one can use Theorem 1.6, therefore 
the partitions K, L, M and thus even the partitions K', L', M' are pairwise coupled. 
Hence the algebra version follows trivially. 
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Remark 2.11. If we suppose the conditions of 2.10 to be satisfied for every e e (5, 
we obtain from 2.10 the essential part of Theorem 10.8 [ l ] (as to the whole Theo­
rem — see Remark 3.3). In more detail: Let 
B^ S B2 й ... й В,, С^ й С2 й . . . й С, 
be two partition series on a set Ш (see Definition 3.1 below). In Theorem 10.8 [ l ] , 
under the supposition of commutativity of every partition Bi with every Cj, refine­
ments of these series are constructed which are co-basally joint; this result can be 
formulated in the following way. Partitions 
(1) [B,-,{B, A Cj)] {e) П [B,-,{B, A С J,,)] and 
[Cj_,{Cj A Б,)] {e) П [Cj-,{Cj A Б ,_0 ] are coupled. 
This is, however, the asseition of 2.10 if we put 
B'o = B--1 , B' = ВI, CQ = Cj_i , С = CJ . 
Using this notation the assertion (1) reads as follows 
K' and L' are coupled partitions. 
With regard to the commutativity of BQ and B' with both the partitions CQ and С 
we have (see point 2) 
K. = FC , LI = JL , 
so that (1) is the assertion of Corollary 2.10. 
2. Let us compare the conditions of Theorem 10.8 [ l ] and those of Corollary 2.10: 
The commutativity of BQ and CQ implies the commutativity of the partitions 
B'{e) П BQ and B\e) П CQ and the commutativity of the partitions C(e) П BQ 
and C{e) f] CQ for every е е ©. (This is true since {B'{e) П Во){В\е) П Co) = 
= [B^e) П B'Q) {B'{e) П (B' л CQ)) = B^e) П [B'Q{B' A CQ)] = B^e) П (^o^o) -
see 1.1. We obtain the last equality as follows. Evidently B\e) П (^o^o) ^ B'(e) П 
П [^o(^' л ^o)]. To obtain the converse inequality, put x B'(e) П (^o^'o) У- Then 
X, у E B'(e), xBQüCQy for an a e (ö. It suffices to prove аВ'у. Indeed, x E B'(e) and 
XBQÜ implies eB'xBQÜ, and BQ ^ B' implies еВ'хВ'а, i.e. a e B'(e). Then the relations 
of, 3; e B'(e) give аВ'у.) 
The converse assertion about the commutativity is not true as the following 
example shows. 
3. Example where the conditions of Theorem 2.10 are satisfied (even the con­
ditions of Theorem 2.8) for every е е © , and in spite of this BQ and Co do not 
commute. This example is presented by an arbitrary ß-group (Ш, Q) in which non-
commuting iQ-subgroups Ф and G and their ideals ^o ^^^ ^0? respectively, are given. 
If we denote the (e.g. right sided) decompositions ©/93, ©/(£;, (6/93o and (ö/(£̂ o by 
B\ C, BQ and Co, respectively, then the partitions BQ and CQ do not commute since 
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the subgroups ©о ^^^ ^o ^^ not commute (2.3), while the partitions 
B'{e) П ^0 = (^ + ^) П (̂ /̂ ^0 and 
BXe) nCo={^ + e)n C /̂̂ o = (33 + e) П 0>/^ ^ ^o 
commute. To prove it we consider first the following: 
{B'{e) П B'o) V {B'{e) П Q ) =^^^ [(ÎB + e) П ©/©o] v 
V [(Ф + e) П ©/23 n do] =^'^ (© + г) П (Ĉ 3/23o V (Ö/© n do) =^'^ 
-(^> (© + e) П [((ö/©o) (©/® П do)] ='^^ [ ( ^ + e) П СГз/̂ о] • 
. [(© + e) П (Ö/© n do] =^̂ > (B'(e) П ^o) {B'{e) П C;,) . 
The second and fourth equalities are true sines 23 + e respects the partitions 
6 / ^0 and Ш/© n do (1.1). The third equality follows from 2.3 (since 23^ and ^ n do 
commute). The obtained result says that the supremum of partitions is their product; 
consequently, the partitions commute. Similarly it can be proved that the partitions 
C(e) П ^0 and C\e) П Co commute. 
Lemma 2.12, Let JBO= ^ ^^^^ CQ S С be parutions on a set © and ее (S). Let 
the partitions B'(^e) П ^o ^^^ ^ {^) П C' commute. Then B[i[e) = B[^(^e). 
Proof. Let xB^^e. Since evidently B[^[e) ^ B'[e) we have x = XQA^X^ . . . 
. . . x„_i^„X/j = e for some x^, ..., x„_i e Б'(е), where Ai,...,A,^ are alternately 
equal to BQ and B' л С By supposition the partitions B'(e) П BQ and B\e) П 
П {B' A C) = B'{e) П С commute, therefore X;^_lДД+lXfc+l =^ Xj,^i{B'(e) П 
^k + 1 ^^ ^k-l^k+l-
•^k^^k+1' Hence xB[^e and consequently B\^[e) = B[i^[e), 
Definition 3.1. f [ l ] I 10.1) A finite chain 
(*j А,^А,й . . . ^ Л 
of partitions in a set © is said to be a partition series (from A^ to A^ in the set ©. 
([1] I 10.2) Let ее \JA^. A local chain of a partition series (*) is the partition 
chain {A^{e)] g A2{e) П -^i ^ A^{e) П -̂ 2 g .. . ^ Aj^e) П Л - i - We speak also 
about the e-chain. 
([1] I 10.6) We say that two partition series are e-joint if there exists a bijection of 
the e-chain of one series on the ^-chain of the other one such that the corresponding 
partitions are coupled. 
Let 
B\ йв'^й . . . йв;, с; UCIS . . . è с: 
be two partition series on a set © and е е © . 
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Define 
(1) ß',j = ß;_i(ß; л Cj), B]j = ß ;_ , V (в; л с;.), 
where 
ß/-i = адп ß;-,, q-i = cx̂ ) П c;._i 
Relations С},-, С},-, Lj,-, Lj,-, L ,̂-, Ny,- are defined symmetrically (by interchanging В 
and С). 
Theorem 3.2. I. Let 
(a) В[йВ'2^...йВ',, С[йС2й-.^йС', 
be two partition series on a set © and e e ©. Put 
ß^+i = Б^ V Ĉ  = C^+i (7fiJ ^0 = B[ л Ci = CQ . 
/ / / o r 2 ^ г ^ r + 1, 2 ^ J ^ 5 + 1 
(b) B'i{e) П ^ I - i ^nJ Б;(в) П С}_1 commute, and 
Cj[e)r\ Cj^i and Cj[e)\~] B\_i commute 
then there exist e-joint refinements of the series (a). 
These refinements are (2) and (3) (see proof) and do not depend on the element e; 
the members K[j and Lß of the e-chains (4) and (5), respectively, of these refinements 
are coupled. 
IL Let (Ш, Q) be an algebra. Define as in (1) Bi_i and Cj^i for 2 ^ i ^ г + 1, 
2 ^ J ^ 5 + 1. If for some pair {ij)Bi_^ and Cj-^ are congruences in ((S, ü) 
then К-ф Lji and Mij (defined in (1)) are congruences on the subalgebras Bij(e), 
Cji(e) and Bi{e) n Cj(e) of the algebra ((ö, Q), respectively, they are pairwise 
coupled [as partitions) and hence isomorphic {as factor algebras). 
N o t e . Since for i = 1, 1 ^ j ^ 5 + 2 and 2 ^ i ^ г + 1, 7 = 1, 5 + 2, B\{e) П 
П B'i_i and B'i{e) П C]-i as comparable partitions commute (and symmetrically), 
then {b) implies 
(b') B\{e) П ß j - i and B\{e) П С)_^ commute for 1 ^ г ^ г + 1 , 
1 ^ 7 ^ 5 + 2 , 
C][e) П C;.-i and С]{е) Г\В[_^ commute for 1 ^ г g г + 2 , 
1 ^ . / ^ s + 1 . 
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Proof. I. The refinements of the series (a) can be chosen as follows: 
й в;, ^... й ß u , ( = 5 ; = в;+1,о) й 5;+1д й... ^ ß ;+, . ,+i(= 5 ; + , ) . 
(3) Со(= с[о) è Cil ^ ••• й с',,,+,(= с; = с^о) ^ 
The equalities are evident since 
Bio = B\-i V ( Б ; Л С;,) = в\_, v Б;, = Б ; _ , , 
Б ; , , ^ 1 = Б ; _ , V ( Б ; Л cUi) = в[^, v в[ = в[ 
and analogously for CJQ and Cj^r+i- The inequahties are clean 
The ^-chains are the following ones (see also (7) and (8)) 
(4) {B'o{e)} еК',,й...й К[,^г й К',, й . . . й К,гл й . . . й K^us^^ ' 
(5) {С{е)} й L'„ ^ ... й А,.+ , й Al й ... ^ iU, , , S ... ^ LU,,,+ , . 
All inequalities are evident up to X/,s+i S -^f+i,i-
By 2.12, K[j = K-j if Bi{e) П Б ;_ J and B[{e) П С} commute. Then by the first part of 
(b) (see also (b') in Note), we have 
(7) K[j = K\j for all K'ij from (4) and Ly, = Ц^ for all L^ from (5) . 
Define as in (1) 
B,_, = B\{e) П B[_, and Cj., = Cj{e) П Cj., for 
1 ^ / ^ г + 1 , 1 ^ J ^ 5 + 1 . 
Then Bi_i and Cj_i are extensions on (5 of ^j._i and Cj_i, and also, B,_i and Cy_i 
are partitions on Bi(e) and Cy(e), respectively. By 2.6 
(8) X^ - K,-̂ . and Lji = Lji for all K[j and Lj,- from (7) 
and the partitions U^y-i П ^ ,_ i and U^ / - i П Cy_i commute for 1 ^ i ^ r + 1, 
1 ^ J ^ s + 1. By 1.6 Kij,Ljf and M,-̂  are pairwise coupled partitions for 1 ^ 
^ i ^ r + 1, 1 ^ j ^ s + 1. Thus the chains (4) and (5) are ^-joint. 
II. Now, if for some (/, j ) (2 ^ г ^ г + 1, 2 ^ j ^ 5 + 1) the partitions J5^_i and 
Cy_i (defined above) are congruences in an algebra (©, Q) then the partitions BQ 
and Co are also congruences in (Ш, Q) and by Theorem 2.8, Kij, Lji and Ж^̂  are 
congruences on the subalgebras Bij{e), Cji{e) and Б,(е) n С^(в) of the algebra (Ш, O), 
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respectively (1 g г ^ г + 1, 1 ^ j ^ s + 1 j , they are pairwise coupled (as parti­
tions) and hence isomorphic (as factor algebras). This completes the proof of 
Theorem. 
Remark3.3. As consequences of Theorem 3.2 we obtain Theorems 10.8 and 17.6 [ l ] 
having the following form. 
Let 
(c) Б ; ^ Б^ ^ .. . ^ Б ; , с[йС2й--йс: 
be two partition (congruence) series on a set (ô (on an algebra (Ш, Q)). Let 
B[ and Cj commute for l ^ / ^ r , l ^ j ^ s . 
Then refinements of the series (c) exist such that for arbitrary e e (5 these refinements 
are ^-joint. In the algebra case, elements of the refinements are congruences in (©, Q) 
and the corresponding congruences of these (e-joint) refinements are isomorphic 
(as factor algebras). 
Proof. We prove that the condition (b) of Theorem 3.2 is satisfied. It is seen that 
[A =) В;(е) П B[_, and {D = ) B[{e) П C;_, 
commute for 2 ^ i ^ r + 1, 2 ^ / ^ 5 + 1 and symmetrically (where B'^^^ = 
= B',y c', = c;+i). 
Indeed, we have xADy => xB'i_iCj^iy => xCy_iaBj_i v for some a G (ö. We have 
also y E B[[e), consequently Bl(y) = ß'i{^) and further a e Bi_i[y) ç Щ{у) = ^К^) 
and X G B'i(e), therefore xDAy. This completes the proof. 
In Remark 2.11 it has been proved that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are weaker 
than the conditions of Theorem 10.8 [ l ] . 
The following generalization of Châtelct's Theorem ([7] Theorem 88) is another 
corollary of Theorem 3.2. 
Corollary 3.4. Let ((5, ß) be an algebra, e e (5, and let 
(1) B[sB'2U... й в;, с; uCzu ... й с: 
be two partition series on a set (5. Let the partitions belonging to the e-chains of 
these series be congruences in the algebra (©, Q). 
If for 2 ui ur,2^j й s 
(2) the partitions B[{e) П ^ ! - i , B[(e) П Cj^^ conimute, and 
the partitions C'j{e) П Cj-i -> ^X^) П ^i-i commute, 
then there exist e-joint refinements of the series (l) and the partitions belonging 
to their e-chains are congruences in the algebra (Ш, Q). Indeed, the coupled 
members of the e-chains are isomorphic algebras. 
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Note 3.5. The results of the present paper suggest a simple sufficient condition 
under which Theorem 3.5 [9] is true. This condition reads 
(*) U^f П C^-i and UCy-i П B^ commute for 1 g / ^ r , 1 Sj S s, 
[jCj П 5.-1 and U ^ t - i П С J commute for 1 ^ / ^ г , 1 ^ j g s . 
This follows from Proposition 1.8 [9]. With respect to the supposition BQ = CQ and 
B, = C, of Theorem 3.5 [9], the partitions U^/ П CQ, U ^ O П B^ commute for 
1 й i й r and the partitions U^j П BQ, tj^o П CJ commute for 1 ^ j ^ s, thus 
condition (*) is equivalent to the following one 
(**) U^i П С J and \JCj П Bi commute for 1 ^ f g r - 1 , 
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